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ABSTRACT
The tracing system is the latest technology to finding exact position or location of the car. The may be people facing
difficulties to product are not delivery for particular time. This product or delay may due drivers are sinking long or
incorrect root to great time to deliver the product .The using GPS-GSM shield are connected to the Arduino to find
the position of the car. The design and complement of recent GPS tracing system using Arduino. When a person use
the GPS(Global Position System) to find the position connected to the Arduino the user are accept and receiver the
longitude and latitude of the car to find the exact position. This construct for the finding proper location of the car
or vehicle.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advance in technology, there has required more usage of tracking system. The vehicle tracking system lie in
shipping industry.GPS is real time tracking system. Its construct to display the exact position of car on android
phone. The Arduino and GPS (Global position system) , GSM (Global System For Mobile) modules manager the
inside the car. In this way; the car position is reported every time to track the car in android phone. This system is
important to recent day to finding the exact location of the car. Car tracking using two modules GPS & GSM. GPS
module can be use for vehicle accident detection. GPS is one of the most common way of vehicle tracking.
This technology is the most useful to the people to tracking car and popular in a new generation t give the security of
the car. If the car are stolen, then using the tracking system or GPS module finding this car and report to the police
from take future action. through users make request, to the GPS coordinates of the car are sent to a specified mobile.
The provided models give the particular longitude and latitude of the particular position can seen in google map.
When the driver then using tracking technology find the exact location of the car. Car tracking using uno Arduino.
Arduino is the main processing unit using whole system control.

2. RELATED WORK
Using the Arduino, GPS and GSM to track the correct position of the car. The hardware and software are GPS and
GSM network are already been develop. GPS are the global position system that is search the location. GPS is any
where available to finding the location. In this GPS module are using in the tracking system to give location.GPS
based system is the satellite based system to carry the data. A GPS tracker is essentially contains a GPS modules to
receive the GPS signal and calculate the co-ordinates. The GPS receiver are receiver the information of the data
using the satellite signals. This signal are finding the exact position of the car. In the model TX and RX are
connected to the Arduino. This connection are give the location to the exact position.
GSM is stand for Global System for Mobile communication. It is widely used the GPS system. This system is
develop for communication purpose. Its required the SIM to give the information and receive the network data for
the system. The GSM network are transmission of SMS sending and receiving the data. GSM that is the using in
this system that using the SIM to receive the information about the car tracking the system.
Arduino are hardware and software operation are perform. It’s the microcontroller module for develop digital
device. This technology are provided security to the car. The Arduino are different GPS and GSM using develop the
tracking system. This system are latest technology to finding the exact position of the vehicles. The Arduino are
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using make the many effective product that used in real time. The Arduino are 5v pin are give the red power line on
the board and GND pin are display blue power of the board. This system are most effective the people for the where
car is present that display in the android phone.
2.1 Arduino Module
Arduino is open source computer system to using hardware and software. Its the required more digital connection to
the module. Arduino are many types like Arduino Uno, LilyPad Arduino, red board, Arduino mega (R3), Arduino
Leonardo etc. The Arduino based design the many electronic system in real time. Its the most latest technology to
use in new generation. Arduino are also software application that perform many languages like java, advance java, c
, c++ etc. It’s written any programming language in the code. The Arduino project has facilities the publication of
may free software of libraries.

Fig -1: Arduino
2.2 GPS MODULE
GPS (Global Position System) is the most useful system to finding the location. This location are finding to satellite
signal. This location are display the proper location of exact position. The GPS module is cannot required any type
of data to find the location. The GPS provided critical positioning capabilities to commercial user. This system are
freely use and accessible the anyone. The GPS mainly develop for time and find position of specification. GPS
satellites continuously transmit data about current position. This module are continuously broadcast signal.

Fig -2: GPS Module
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2.3 GSM MODULE
GSM (Global system for mobile communication). It’s the standard security system. GSM modules are use SIM to
send and receive the data. The GSM are uses the several cryptography algorithm.GSM are cellular network. That
module are using the tracking system to send the data. The GPS are send the satellite signal for the GSM system
then this system are send the SMS to the android phone then people take the particular action for this SMS.

Fig -3: GSM Module

3. PROPOSED WORK
The propose a car tracking system for tracking the car using GPS and GSM modules. The GPS are receive the exact
position and GSM modules are send and receive the SMS to the android phone. Therefore, the GPS system are send
the longitude and latitude value the coordinate GSM model to proper people. This system are installed in the car
than simultaneously display the position of the system. The GPS modules are network receive the satellite signal to
give the location of the position. This technology are more effective in real time.
Example the package are deliver to the particular user that time are good to deliver if the driver are take the long or
incorrect root to the deliver the product or package. When the using the tracking system in the car then give the
proper detailed for this car. Therefore this system are most useful for the generation.

Fig -4: Architecture of Real Time GPS Tracing System
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4.WORK FLOW

Fig -5: flow of Tracking Car

5. CONCLUSION
This system is the most popular security and safety purpose to develop. Car tracing is the most useful and secure
required to another system. Its also more required to another organization to help advance transposition system and
security for the organization purpose. It also use the different addition features like sensor give more and effective
security to the system. This system are required to increasing the large cities to broadcast the technology. This give
more alert features to play the important and effective role in day to day life.
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